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* Representing vertically stacked features in a GIS 
environment. 

Challenge 



Units that are Vertically Stacked 
Present Challenges 

 



* Practical 
* Spatially Accurate 
* Dimensionally Accurate 
* Easily Interpreted 

How do You Map Multilevel CONDO 
Units in a Way That is… 



* Stacked condo subdivision boundary 
* Stacked building footprints 
* One polygon to many record 
* Building footprints arbitrarily divided into units 
* Stacked points 
* Arbitrarily scattered points 

 

Current Models Used to Represent 
Multistory Buildings (CONDO’s) 



Pros 
* No additional building footprint dataset is required (least 

maintenance) 
* Easy to query database 

Cons 
* Provides no spatial interpretation of size or location  
* Visually unappealing 
 
 

Stacked Condo Subdivision Boundary 



Pros: 
* Minimal maintenance 
* Easy to query database 
 

Cons: 
* Does not accurately represent location 

or size of units 
* Difficult to distinguish the number of 

units in a selection 
 
 

 
 

Stacked Building Footprints 



* Pros 
* Minimal effort to maintain 

* Cons 
* Must maintain relational database 
* No relational or spatial accuracy for 

individual units 
* Difficult to distinguish the number of units 

in a selection 
 
 
 

One Polygon to Many Records 



* May or may not be based on building 
footprint 

* Can be misleading for those looking to 
determine relative location of units 

Footprints Divided Arbitrarily into 
Units 



* Pros 
* One to one representation in the database 

* Cons 
* Additional point feature class must be maintained in 

addition to parcel dataset (not convenient to link) 
* No spatial size or location representation 
* Difficult to tell how many features are selected 

Stacked Points 



* Pros 
* One to one in database 
* Give visual representation of the number of units. 

* Cons 
* Additional point feature class must be maintained in 

addition to parcel dataset (not convenient to link) 
* No spatial size or location representation 
* Difficult to tell how many features are selected 

Clustered Points 



3D Condos 



* Allows for visual representation of additional common area features  
* Features linked to spatial positioning can be better identified (corner units, 

view) 
*  Easier distinction between commercial and residential units for mixed use 

condos 
* Contrary to 2-D, each floor level is observable in oblique view at  the same time.   
* Different or new attributes can easily be explored.  Attribute trends may 

become apparent that were not previously realized.  
* The 3-D display can be viewed by taxpayers to help explain their values. 
* Model can be easily exported into free software available to general public 

such as Google earth and Arc Explorer 
* Various levels of detail (effort) can be implemented depending on the needs 
 

 
 
 

Advantages of 3D Design 



* Detailed accurate information on building units may not be 
available for older buildings or may be difficult to 
read/interpret 

* More investment to initially implement 
 

Challenges of 3D Design 



* Digitize construction lines from plats. Individual feature classes 
were created for each floor. 

* Floors brought in individually, shifted and rotated to align with 
imagery. 

* Polygons were constructed from construction lines and 
attributed. Minimal attributes included floor, floor elevation, 
ceiling elevation, PIN and Unit number 

* After all floors complete Arc Scene was used to render 3D 
visualizations 
 
 

Procedures 



 

Sample Plat 



* Software used to 
quickly digitize floor 
plans 
 

‘Rapid COGO’ Application  



* Used to compile 
COGO files, build 
polygons and add 
additional 
attributes 
 

ArcMap  
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Questions 
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